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A VIEWFROMHERE
affords visitors an opportunity
to learnsomethingof the formal
qualitiesof artisticexpressionthat
varyfrom tribe to tribe and from
individual to individual, giving
insight into the historyand import ance of the art. This powerful
imagery hascoded myths,along
with socialand familial histories,
into its visuals - all of which
continue to exist today,in bot h
aestheticand functional forms.

Patrick Amos(Mowachaht
Band,Nuu-chah-nulth
): WolfMask,1988

RichardHunt(Kwakwaka
'wakw):
Kwa-Gulth
Frog,1990
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feft coast traditions
A
la ck cl ack cla ck! Clack
clack clack! " The beaks of
giant man-eating monsters
gnash while the initiate, a
young man instructed in
the mysteries of the secret
Kwakwaka 'wakw society
known as Hama tsa , bites
members of the audience in a cannibalistic fervor.
This seemingly gruesome ceremon y, performed
by male Kwakwaka 'wakw members and attended
by neighboring clans and tribes along the Pacific
Northwest Coast, invokes a mythological Northwest
Coast spirit, a giant with mouths all over his body.
After the dancers wearing the beaked Hamatsa masks
subdue the young man during his initiation , the bitten
audience members are honored with gifts.
One such mask is in the collection of Joan and
Richard Chodosh, Santa Fe residents whose collection is on view in the Ralph T. Coe
Foundation 's exhibit A View From
Her e: N orthwest Coast Native Arts.

The show includes a plethora of these
striking masks by some of the most
well-known carvers from the region.
Some reflect the stories that belong
to various tribes and clans. Others
give tangible form to the spirits of
the animal world: the frog, the bear,
and the raven among them.
"The quintessential
Northwest
Coast story is Raven and the box of daylight , and many times you see Raven
with the sun in his beak," Richard
Chodosh told Pasatiempo . "Raven was
the trickster in mythology . Briefly, the
story goes, there was this little boy
and, before the sun was in the sky, he
and his grandparents lived in darkness . The little boy always wanted to
play with this box and his grandfather
wouldn 't let him, but finally he gave
in . The little boy turned into Raven,
opened the box, pulled out the sun,
and flew away with it. He put the sun
in the sky, and now we have daylight.
He pulled out the moon , flew away
with it, then dropped it - and that
created the stars. It's a good creation
story. " This myth exists with multiple variants, including one in which
Raven drops a stone from his beak into
the ocean and it expands to become
the firmament. Artist John Leslie's Sea
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Raven Mask, one of the masks on display, reflects this

latter creation story .
Joan and Richard Chodosh began collecting more
than 40 years ago, after friends invited them to an
exhibit of Northwest Coast graphic arts in New York.
It was their first exposure to the art of the Pacific
Northwest tribes . "We lived in Rochester, the land
of eternal grey," Chodosh said. "It was a March day
with a little bit of sleet, and we hadn 't seen the sun
in a week. " Trip s to Toronto over long weekends
provided further inspiration for the couple as they
continued to learn about art forms from the opposite
coast . "My wife and I have always loved folk art. One
of the things that 's a joy of collecting is the stories
that go along with all of the masks. There's a stor y
associated with pretty much every mask here , and
the mythology is really fun."
It isn't just masks in the show , the first largescale exhibit of the Ch.odosh collection, nor is

it an exhibit of antique works, although some
argillite carvings from the 19th century are
included. Most of the objects, which include a
bentwood box (formed from a single grooved board
that is steamed and bent into shape), a headdress , a
button blanket , a warrior hat, and works on paper,
are made by contemporary artists. "It 's mainly
contemporary for two reasons. Number one is that
the ·Pacific Northwest , being a rainforest and the
medium being wood , things don't hold up well, "
Chodo sh said. "Over a period of time, they decay
and rot. Secondly, in the late 1800s and early 1900s ,
the Canadian government banned the ceremony
called the potlatch and destroyed most of the older
pieces. Supply and demand took over, and anything
that's old became very expensive ."
The potlatch is a means for families and individuals
to gain status through the bestowing of gifts during
the ceremony, which includes ritual components,
songs , and dances. Traditionally , potlatches were held at times of births,
marriages, deaths, and other occasions , and the families that amassed
wealth at such times gifted all of it
to those who came to partake of the
rites. The practice was banned by the
Canadian government in 1884. The
potlatches continued in secret , but it
was not until 1951 that coastal tribes
in Canada were allowed to openly
participate again. "They still hold
them now, using basically inexpen sive gifts, " said Chodosh . "They're
not quite as elaborat e as they used to
be. Of all the carvers that exist today,
it was a guy named Robert Davidson
who 's done numerous potlatches to
restore the tradition of the dance and
all the numerous masks. "
Several works on display were commissions , including one by Haida
artist Glen Rabena, painted in rich
hues of red and blue. "It's called Gagit.
It tells the story of a man that fell out
of his whaling ship, and they finally
pull him out of the water after four
or five days, and the eyes make him
look delusional, and his lips are full
of spines and sea anemones."
Many of the objects are similarly
painted in deep shades: green, yellow,
blue, and red, as well as black and

Eugene
Hunt(Kwagiulth):
Komokwa/King
of theUndersea,
1991;top,RobertDavidson
(Haida):Twelve
SidedWoff
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A VIEWFROMHERE A ViewFromHere,continuedfrom Page43
represents
ongoing and changing
traditions passed down from
generations of artists. Richard
Hunt, for instance,who hastwo
piecesin the exhibit, is the sonof
Henry Hunt, a significant carver
who helped to revitalizeartistic
and ceremonialcarving,teaching
studentsof the craft through his
appointment at the Royal Brit ish
ColumbiaMuseumin Vancouver.

white . But some, including multimedia artist David
Neel's Mother Mask stands out for its mostly unpainted
surface and naturalistic, expressive countenance.
"That's very typical of David. His masks have very
little paint on them. We have a mask of his that isn't
in the show, showing a Native with smallpox with
splotches on his face, He did one mask that pokes fun
at capitalism with the mouth full of dollars." .
"Some of them that have no paint on them are
Tlingit. The explanation I once got is that 'We don't
have a lot of daylight, and during the wintertime,
we stay indoors and carve, and we can be far more
accurate and don't use paint to cover up our mistakes,'
which I thought was kind of clever."
The Chodoshes knew Ralph "Ted" Coe (1929-2010),
whose foundation was established to preserve his
formidable collection of North American indigenous
arts, for many years. They first met Coe, who was
considered an authority on Native arts, in 1985, while
the couple was still living in Rochester. "Whe n we
moved out here, we knew he was here in town, and
we tried to get together with him on ~any occasions,
but things never worked out. Then, I think it was nine
years ag?, we ran into him at a gallery in Portland

called Quintana, and he was buying a totem pole, the
one that's in the foyer of the exhibit."
A View From Here also represents ongoing and
changing traditions passed down from generations
of artists . Richard Hunt, for instance , who has two
pieces in the exhibit, is the son of Henry Hunt, a
significant carver who helped to revitalize artistic
and ceremonial carving, teaching students of the
craft through his appointment at the Royal British
Columbia Museum in Vancouver.
Northwest Coast tribal arts, while popular, are
rarely seen in Santa Fe. A View From Here affords
visitors an opportunity to learn something of the
formal qualities of artistic expression that vary from
tribe to tribe and from individual to individual, giving
insight into the history and importance of the art.
This powerful imagery has coded myths, along with
social and familial histories, into its visuals - all of
which continue to exist today, in both aesthetic and
functional forms. """

details
T A ViewFromHere:NorthwestCoastNativeArts
T Opening 3 p.m.Friday, Aug.12;exhibitthrough March2017
T RalphT.CoeFoundation,1590-BPachecoSt.,505-98~-6372

DavidBoxley(Tsimshian):
RavenandFrog,2011;
top left,DavidNeel:
MotherMask- Sharon,1990
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LarryRosso{Dakelh): BentBox,circa1995
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Mask
DempseyBob{Tahltan,
Tlingit): Bronze

